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Abstract
Fraud and uncollectible debt are multi-billion dollar
problems in the telecommunicationsindustry. Becauseit is
difficult to know which accounts will go bad, we are faced
with
the
difficult
knowledge-discovery
task of
characterizing a rare binary outcome using large amounts of
noisy, high-dimensional data. Binary characterizatioosmay
be of interest but will not be especially useful in this
domain. Instead, proposing an action requires an estimate
of the probability that a customer or a call is uncollectible.
This paper addressesthe discovery of predictive knowledge
bearing on fraud and uncollectible debt using a supervised
machine leamiog method that constructs Bayesiao network
models. The new method is able to predict rare event
outcomes and cope with the quirks and copious amounts of
input data. The Bay&an network models it produces serve
as ao input module to a normative decision-support system

and suggest ways to reinforce or redirect existing efforts in
the problem area. We compare the performance of several
conditionally independent models with the conditionally
dependent models discovered by the new learning system
using real-world datasets of 4-6 million records and 603
800 million bytes.

I. Introduction
Every year, the telecommunications industry incurs
several billion dollars in uncollectible debt. Despite the
fact that collectible revenues are considerably higher
(more than 100 billion dolIars annually), controlling
uncollectibles is an important problem in the industry.
If an oracle unerringly identified customerswho would
not pay their bills or phone calls for which we could not
coiiect, policy making wouid be simpie. instead, we can
never really be certain about a customeror a call. That is
not to say though that we must be entirely uninformed. To
support policy making that reduces the level of
uncollectible debt, we need only provide an estimate of
this probability of uncollectible debt. In fact, unqualified
black and white assessmentswill not be particularly
useful. Instead, a probability model could and should be
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Pzawa, 19931. That way a variety of actions might he
considered,ranging from inaction to call disconnectin the
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most extreme cases. The question to be addressedthen is
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The datasetsemployed here contain a mixture of calldetail and customer-summaryinformation. While large
by research standards (4-6 million records and 600-800
million bytes) they are small by telecommunications
industry standards.The interesting outcomes(i.e. the nonpaying customers)are rare, comprising just 1 or 2% of the
population. Compounding the difficulty is the reality of
unequal misclassification costs. Non-paying customers
that initially slip through undetected will be identified
within a couple of billing cycles anyway. As bad as that
may be, the greater potential problem is incorrectly
classifying valuable paying customers. In today’s highly
competitive

telecommunications

market,

dissatisfied

customers have a range of options to choose from; the
correspondingrevenue might well be lost forever. And
finally, the data are described by more than thirty
variables, some discrete and some continuous. Many of
the discrete variables have large unordered outcome sets.
The continuous variables are not normally distributed.
And last but not least, missing values are all too common.
Some learning methods simply cannot hope to process
this much data in a timely manner because they must
processit many times over before converging to a soiution
[Baldi and Chauvin, 19911. Efficient decision tree
learners that use recursive partitioning [Quinlan, 19931
often have diificulty with discretevariables that have large
unordered outcome sets, such as telephone exchange or
city name. In addition, their pruning mechanisms are
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too often returning a single node tied to the majority class
instead of a meaningful tree structure. Even though we
enriched our datasetsby selecting a subpopulation more
likely to be uncollectible, now 9 to 12% instead of 1 to
2%, these systemsstill have difficulties characterizing the
minority class. Lastly, decision tree learners offer little
support for problem domains with
unequal
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consideredmisclassification costs that vary from example
to example the way they do in this problem.) At the
treatment
of
moment,
appropriate
unequal

misclassification costs is an open research area [Catlett,
1995, Pazzani et al, 19941. All of this is merely to suggest
the kinds of difficulties this data posesto learning systems
in general, whether they are regression systems, nearestneighbor systems,neural networks, etc.
This paper presents the Advanced Pattern Recognition
and Identification (APRI) system, a Bayesian supervised
machine-learning system. Comparisons between APRI
and standard methods such as discriminant analysis and
recursive tree builders can be found elsewhere [Ezawa and
Schuermann, 19951. Instead, the large call-detail datasets
mentioned above will be used here to compare the
conditionally-independent
performance of several
probabilistic models to the performance of conditionallydependentmodels constructed by APRI.

IL The Bayesian Network Approach
Theoretically, the Bayesian CZassQIerCFukunaga,19901
provides optimal classification performance. As a
practical matter, however, its implementation is infeasible.
Recent advances in evidence propagation algorithms
[Shachter 1990, Lauritzen 1988, Pearl 1988, Jensen 1990,
Ezawa 19941 and computer hardware allow us to
approximate the ideal Bayesian classifier using Bayesian
network models [Cheeseman 1988, Herskovits 1990,
Cooper 1992, Buntine 1993, Langley 1994, Provau 19951.

A. The Bayesian Network
The classification problem can be addressed using the
joint probability Pr{x, X} of classesor populations x and
the variables X that describe the data. The classification
of an observation is based on the conditional probability
Pr{n I X}. Assessing this probability directly is often
infeasible due to computational resource limitations. The
conditional probability of the attributes given the classes,
Pr{ X I z}, and the unconditional probability of the classes,
Pr{x}, are often assessed instead by analyzing a
preclassificd training data set. With those probabilities in
hand, Bayes’ rule then yields the desired conditional
probability Pr{ x I X}.

Rewriting Pr{n, X} as a product distribution can shed
light on the underlying probabilistic structure. Figure 1
depicts a model where Pr{q X} is further factored to
attribute level relationships, in particular
Pr{n}xPr{X,In}xPr(X21?c}xPr{X31X2,n}x...
In this standard graphical notation, the conditional
probability of a variable dependsonly on its parents. And
given its parents, a variable is conditionally independent
of the other variables in the network.

B. APRI
The Advanced Pattern Recognition & Identification
(APRl) system developed at AT&T Bell Labs is a
Bayesian network-based supervised machine learning
system that constructs graphical probability models like
those described earlier, using the entropy-basedconcept of
mutual information to perform dependency selection. It
first selects a set of variables and then a set of
dependencies among the selected variables using
heuristically identified mutual information thresholds,
We settled on this approach to reduce the training time
wirn specuu empnasts on repeated reading of the training
dataset. APRI is extremely efficient in this regard. In
fact, it reads the training datasetno more than five times.
APRI constructs graphical probability models using a
four-step process. It takes three inputs: a database of
training cases and two parameters Tt,f and Tf, each
between zero and one. TpI governs variable selection, and
TE governs selection of variable-to-variable links for the
final model.
APRI first scans the database to identify the outcome
sets for each variable. For continuous variables it either
estimates the kernel density or uses information-based
discretization. If the class variable is continuous in the
latter case, APRI fust defines the class outcomes either by
discretization or kernel density estimation.
In the second step, APRI chooses the variables for the
final model. It computes the mutual information between
the class node and each variable, then ranks the variables
accordingly. Without loss of generality, let the indices
from 1 to K reflect the ranking, so that I(n; X1) 2 I@; X2)
2 I@; X3) and so on. APRI selects the smallest number of
variables J out of the entire pool of K variables, such that
iI(n;Xi)

i=l

Figure 1: A Bayesian Network Model

2 Tpf &(rc;Xi)

In other words, the parameter Tpf establishes a mutual
information threshold for choosing relevant variables. A
value of 1 indicates that all the variables should be
incorporated in the model. Lesser values indicate that less
informative variables should be excluded. In the final
graphical model, the class node becomes the parent of
each of the selectedvariables.
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The third step is akin to the second one, save that it
identifies relationships between variables. In particular, it
computes the conditional mutual information 1(X1;XJ I 7~)
between pairs of the J previously identified variables,
These candidate links are rank ordered.
where i#j.
The highest ranked are then selected until the cumulative
value is just Ttr times the total conditional mutual
information. Diiectionality of these links is based on the
mutual information variable ranking determined in the
second step.
In the fourth and final step, APRI computes Pr{rc} and
Pr{Xj I C(x j} where C(Xj) represents the parents of Xi,
including the class node II.
Reading the dataset from secondary storage is a key
element missing from analyses that assumedata are stored
in fast random-accessmemory [Herskovits 1990, Cooper
1992, Quinlan 1993, Provan 19951. For problem domains
lie ours, the luxury of sufficient random-accessmemory
is unlikely to be available in the near term. APRI is quite
efficient in this regard, reading the databasejust four or
five times: once in the first step for discrete classes or
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remaining steps.

C. Alternative Methods
A number of other authors have developed algorithms that
search for graphical models by computing joint
probabilities P{B,,D}, where B, is a Bayesian network
structure and D a dataset [Hcrskovits 1990, Cooper 1992,
Heckerman 1994, Provan 19951. This kind of approach
was not taken here, because it is impractical for
applications with massive datasets.
Creation of the data structures that support these
programs could be a problem. In K2 the supporting data
structure is the index tree [Cooper, 1992, pp. 316-3171.
Just two variables with 1,000 or more outcomes (e.g.,
originating and terminating cities) could yield an index
tree with l,OOO,OOO
cells or more. If even a few more
variables with small outcome sets are brought together as
the parents of the same node, constructing and storing the
index tree would be infeasible in typical computing
environments. K2’s search exacerbatesthis difficulty by
considering all possible links at each step, eliminating no
attributes from consideration and making no distinctions
basedon the size of outcome sets.
Even if these programs succeed in creating and storing
their support structures, they face another run-time
problem. If a dataset is too large to hold in memory, they
must read it at least once for each arc in the final
graphical model. For K2, it appears that the dataset
would have to be read O(n(u+l)) times to create a model,
where n is a number of nodes and u the maximum number
of parents per node. With 33 variables and allowing 2
102
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parents per node, K2 might need to read the dataset 99
times. If the training data consists of several million
records and perhaps hundreds of millions of bytes of data,
as in the application described here, reading and rereading the data will become the liiiting factor. APRI
reads the dataset just four or five times during model
creation, for any n and u.
Still other authors have investigated the possibility of
very simple probabilistic models mgley
and Sage,
19941. The naive Bayesian classifier estimates probabilities using a fully independent model incorporating all the
given variables. That is:
Pr{n,X} = Pr(Xl7r) x Pr(7c)
= Pr{X,In}xPr{X,I~}x...xPr{X,I~}xPr{n}
Recognizing that certain variables might be irrelevant
or even damaging to the classification, Langley and Sage
also implement a selective Bayesian classifier that
assumes independence but uses a forward search to
develop a limited variable set and uses an error metric as a
stopping criterion. In their experiments, the selective
classifier is never significantly worse than the full
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better.
Conditionally independent models are easier to create
and require much less storage than conditionally
dependent models. Of course, if the variables are in fact
conditionally dependent in important ways, the accuracy
of independent Bayesiau classifiers will suffer.
Conditionally dependent models with many interrelated
attributes tend to require more time to create and more
space to store. And of course, additional dependencies
require additional data if the learned model is to be robust.

III. Predicting

Uncollectible

Debt

Four different models are compared in this section. The
dependent models were constructed with APRI, using a
95% cumulative entropy threshold for attribute selection
and a 25% or 45% cumulative entropy threshold for
dependency selection <Tpf and TE respectively). A fully
independent model was also constructed (a naive Bayesian
classifier), as was an independent model limited to the
attributes selected by APRI (analogous to the selective
Bayesian classifier). Because the probability models do
not themselves output a binary classification, an
uncollectible probability threshold is needed to perform
classification. In one set of experiments the uncollectible
probability threshold is 50%. a standard value. It was set
at a more conservative 70% level in a separate
experiment.
The training dataset consists of 4,014,721 records
described by 33 attributes. The size of the dataset is 585
million bytes. The attributes are a mixture of call-detail
information and customer-summary information. The

baseline probability of a call going bad is 9.90%. Training
the conditionally dependentmodel with APRI took about 4
hours on a SUN Spare 20 workstation.
For a practical application, we need to train the model
on data from a particular period and test it on data from a
subsequent period.
This means that out-of-sample
prediction is not with a typical hold-out sample of the
same period but a full set from a subsequent period.
Testing models this way is more demanding but also more
realistic. The testing dataset used here is indeed from a
later period. It contains 5,351,834 records (773 million
bytes) and has an 11.88% unconditional probability of a
call going bad.
Table 1 shows the results of applying the learned
models to this separate dataset taken from a subsequent
period. The numbers in square brackets indicate the total
number of calls for that cell. Becauseof the nature of the
marketplace, incorrectly classified collectible calls must be
minimized at the same time that the number of correctly
classified uncollectible calls is maximized. This suggests
examining the volume ratio in the fourth column, a
quantity that should ideally be minimized. One further
point is worth noting. Because of the nature of the
business, learned classitlers will never have an impact
operationally unless they correctly classify a high enough
percentage of uncollectible calls; otherwise it would be
better to do nothing. Some classifiers with appealing
volume ratios would not meet this requirement.
Table 1: Out-of-Sample

APRI’s dependent models do a good job at out-ofsample prediction. At the 50% prediction level, ie. when
classifying a call as uncollectible requires the predicted
probability to be more than 50%, the model identifies
about 30% of all uncollectible calls and they missclassify
about 6-7% of collectible calls. If we raise the predicted
probability threshold to a more conservative 70%, the ratio
of false positives to true positives improves even more (VP
Column). Being more conservative means that we let a
few bad calls slip through, but gain by falsely identifying
as uncollectible far fewer calls that are in fact collectible.
Neither of the independent models does as well. At any
rate, this table suggeststhat a more conservative threshold
may indeed be appropriate for our application.
Accuracy and False Positive Comnarison (%)
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uncollectible probability threshold in the range of 10% to
90% affects the proportion of correctly classified calls
(collectible & uncollectible), correctly classified
uncollectible calls, and falsely classified collectible calls.
(It was generated using APRI with a 45% field-to-field
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The higher the
cumulative entropy threshold.)
uncollectible probability threshold, the more conservative
we are about classification. Fewer good calls are falsely
classified, but at the expenseof correctly identifyiig fewer
bad calls.
If one were to focus only on the top half of Figure 2
(Accuracy and False Positive Comparison), one might
accept a lower, more aggressive uncollectible probability
threshold since throughout the graph, the percentage of
correctly classified uncollectible calls (the true positives)
is larger than the percentage of incorrectly classified
collectible calls (here, the false positives). However,
becauseof the disparity in class proportions, looking at the
classification percentagesis insufficient. The better thing
to do is to examine call volumes as the predicted
probability threshold increases.
The bottom half of Figure 2 also shows how the
corresponding call volumes change in responseto changes
in the uncollectible probability threshold. (The vertical
axis is in a log scale.) This Figure shows that a more
conservative approach is indeed warranted. Only at a
threshold of around 70% does the volume of true positives
exceed the volume of false positives.

IV. Discussion and Summary
This paper has presented a method for learning Bayesian
network models from extremely large datasets. In such
cases, the processing bottleneck is likely to be repeatedly
reading the training dataset from secondary storage.
APRI reads the dataset a constant number of times, not a
number of times linear in the size of the final network. It
does this by thresholding mutual information to select
attributes and dependencies. While this certainly is a
coarse heuristic, there is reason to believe it’s on the right
track. In particular, when APFU’s heuristic was used to
select the variables in the liited independent model, outof-sample performance improved over the full
independent model in every instance, as measured by the
volume ratio.
Overfitting of the learned model to the training data is a
potential problem for all inductive learners. In Bayesian
network models this problem can manifest itself in
probabilities 0 and 1. In APRI the avoidance of
probability 1 in the classification process provides
protection against over-fitting. This feature allows us to
separatethe impact of model complexity from overfitting.
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causes a classification probability to be one, just as if it
was a missing value. Note that the effect of this “pruning”
step is not explicitly observable on the network itself, but
is implicit in the evaluation of probabilities.
One of the interesting features of predicting
uncollectible debt is the requirement of genuine out-of104
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sample testing datasets from separate time periods. Such
testing is essential because of the inevitable lag between
model creation and model deployment. Of course, there is
the risk that fraud or uncollectible patterns will change in
the interim. Seasonal variations could even interfere.
Given enough data, these effects might be modeled. In
addition, active network policies could also change
observed patterns of activity, although there is probably
less hope of modeling the effects of untried policies.
Despite these potential pitfalls, subsequent-periodout-ofsample prediction will remain the real litmus test for this
application.
Lastly, it has become popular in the recent literature to
invoke a gold standard network in the testing and
evaluation of learning methods [Chickering, 19951. At
this stage of our research a gold standard is unavailable
and probably inappropriate, because an inevitable sideeffect of active policies is a change in the patterns of
activity related to uncollectible debt. The reason is that
the fraud and uncollectible debt problem environment is
not static, but dynamic. Whether policies are influenced
by APRI or not, today’s policies directly impact
tomorrow’s uncollectible environment. The better the
uncollectible debt model, the faster its obsolescence.
Success in detecting and treating the uncollectible
accounts or calls, in part, changes the character of future
uncollectible accounts and calls.
The uncollectible
problem simply evolves into a different shape and adjusts
to the new environment. We will not find a gold standard
Bayesian network structure; it changes from moment to
moment. Instead, we choose to emphasize the ability to
create good models in reasonable amounts of time using
very large datasets.
We have demonstrated the performance of APM, a
Bayesian network learning system, on a problem with a
rare binary outcome, mixed data types, and extremely
large datasets. The need for a probabilistic assessment
and the abundance of data limit the set of learning
algorithms we can consider. When compared to several
conditionally independent probability models, the
conditionally dependent models created by APRl do quite
well.
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